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BEFORE THE APPELLATE TRIBUNAL SINDH REVENUE BOARD

APPEAL NO. AT-119/2015

M/s ARY Communications (Pvt.) Ltd Appellant

Versus

Assistant Commissioner IV, SRB, Karachi. ~ Respondent

Mr. Gohar Manzoor, FCA and Mr. Faridul Hasan, Advocate along with
Mr. Asim Patel Manager Taxation for Appellant.

Mr. Muhammad Sharif, A.C. SRB for the Respondents

Date of hearing 17.08.2016

Date of Order 26.09.2016

ORDER

Justice ® Nadeem Azhar Siddiqi: This appeal has been filed by the

appellant challenging the Order-in-Appeal No.34/201S dated 31st January,_

2015 passed by 'the Commissioner (Appeals) in appeal No.87/2014

confirming the Order in Original No.408 of 2014 passed by the Assistant

Commissioner (Mr. Muhammad Yousuf Bukhari), SRB.

01, In brief the facts of the case as stated in the Order-in-Original are
that the appellant is engaged in providing/rendering taxable services of
Advertising on TV falling under Tariff heading 9802.1000 of the Second
Schedule of the Sindh Sales Tax on Services Act, 2011 (herein after referred
to as the Act).

02. It has been alleged in the order-in-original that during scrutiny of
Financial Accounts of 2011-2012 and the monthly sales tax returns filed by
the appellant, it was observed that the registered person has provided
services amounting to Rs.4,042,169,034/= during the tax periods from July-
2011 to June-2012, whereas, the appellant declared output tax of
Rs.S32, 784,387 /= i~ their monthly Sindh Sales Tax returns filed with SRB
resulting in short payment of Rs.l13,962,6S8/=.
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03. A·show cause notice dated was issued to appellant to explain as to
why Sindh Sales Tax of Rs. 113,962,658/= may not be assessed along with
default surcharge and penalties. In defence the appellant submits that (i)
discount of Rs.103,927,454/= was provided to clients which were reflected
in invoices, (ii) revenue of Rs.39,490,527/= were generated on account of
production income which is non-taxable under the Act and (iii) the
remaining revenue of Rs.6,233,940/= was related to exempt services
provided to UNICEF, USAID etc on the basis of exemption certificate
provided by them. The appellant also filed written reply dated zs" April,
2014. Finally the Assessing Officer passed assessment order in the sum of
Rs.90,018,373/= and directed the appellant to pay the same along with
default surcharge and penalty of Rs.4,500,918/=. Para 14 of the order-in-
origina I is re-produced here for convenience.

1114. The registered person declared sales revenue of Rs.4,042,169,034/- in
their Financial Audited Accounts for the period July-2011 upto June-2012. The
registered person further stated in the undertaking that the company is properly
charging sales tax on gross advertisements revenue including agency commission
and excluding sales discounts (which has been claimed as Rs.l03,927,454/-). The
registered person declared services of Rs.3,329,902,279/- in their monthly Sindh
sales tax returns and declared exempt/production services of Rs.45,724,467/-
during proceedings, which accommodated upto services amounting to
Rs.3,479,554,200/-. Whereas, the registered person declaration of revenue of
Rs.4,042,169,034/- in the financial statement results to short declaration of
Rs.562,614,832/= (Rs4,042,169,034/- - Rs.3,479,554,200/-). Therefore the Sindh
sales tax of Rs,90,018,373/- (16% of Rs.562,614,834/-) being short declared in the
monthly sales tax returns during the aforesaid tax periods are established to be
recovered from the registered person. Therefore, I order the registered person to
pay the understated Sindh sales tax of Rs.90,018,373/- under section 23 read with
section 47(1) of the said Act, 2011 along with default surcharge under section 44
ibid. besides, I impose penalties of Rs.4,500,918/- (5% of Rs.90,018,373/- under
Serial No.3 of the Table under section 43 of the said Act, 2011 for non-deposit of
the aforesaid Sindh sales tax, i.e. violation of section 8 of the said Act, 2011/1.

03. The appellant challenged the order-in-original by way of
filing of appeal before the Commissioner (Appeals). As a result of re-
conciliation before the Commissioner (Appeals) the amount was reduced
and the Commissioner (Appeals) upheld the assessment order to the extent
of Rs.23,944,285/=and dismissedthe apPif
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The appellant challenged the order-in-appeal before this forum.

05. Mr. Gohar Manzoor, FCA the learned Representative of appellant
submits that initially the learned AC levied tax in the sum of Rs.113,962,679/-
along with default surcharge and penalty. He submits that at the appellate stage
before the Commissioner (Appeals) the amount was reconciled and the tax
liability was reduced to Rs.23,944,285/-. He then submits that department has
not filed any appeal before the Tribunal and the matter to that extent cannot be
re-opened. He then submits that the appellant has to account for the amount of
Rs.23,944,285/- which was adjudged by the Commissioner (Appeals) and treated
the same as short declaration of tax. Mr. Gohar further submits that the amount
of tax was not short declared but the learned Commissioner (Appeals) neither
considered nor appreciate the following breakup provided to him:-

04.

Head Amount Tax

1. Exempt Revenue from Rs.39,490,527/- Rs. 6,318,484/-
Production Services

2. Exempt Advertisement Rs. 6,233,803/- Rs. 997,408/-
Under Grant in Aid

3. Non-taxable Sales Rs.103,927,454/- Rs. 16,628,393/-
Discount

Total Rs.23,944,285/-

He submits that the appellant has declared Rs.532J84,387/- as Sales tax in its Sales
returns. He then submits that in the financial statement an amount of
Rs.556,728,672/- was notionally calculated and if from this amount the tax declared
was deducted the balance amount comes to Rs.23,944,285/- which amount is exactly
same, which the Commissioner (Appeals) has treated as short declaration. The
learned representative of the appellant submits that the difference between the tax
declared in tax returns and financial statement is for the reasons that the
department (i) did not allow the Trade Discount (inspite of providing invoices of
other TV channels to show that it is in conformity with customary business practice),
(ii) the production house services which were exempt in the relevant tax periods
were treated taxable (inspite of providing certificates from the clients) and also (iii)
the exempt services provided to USAID and UNICEF under grant in aid Agreements

I were treated taxable. He further submits that the appellant was not liable to deposit
sales tax and it was the liability of the service recipient/withholding agent to
withhold and deposit the tax with SRBunder the provisions of Sindh Sales Tax Special
Procedure (Withholding) Rules, 2011. He then submits that the appellant has
mentioned the sales tax in its invoices and it was the duty of the recipient to
withhold the tax and to deposit the same with SRB. Regarding production house
services the learned representative submits that all invoices and certificates from the
recipient of service wer~ provided to the Assessing Officer from, which it is clear that
the department has wrongly taxed the exempt services. He further submits that the
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advertisement of UNICEF and USAID are in the nature of messages of public
awareness and were financed from grant-in-aid and as per notification of SRB the
same are exempt from payment of sales tax and relied upon the Notification of

, 1.07.2011. Mr. Gohar Manzoor also challenged the imposition of default surcharge
and penalty and submits that the same were imposed without element of mens rea
and the element of willful non-compliance of statutory provisions.

06. Mr. Muhammad Sharif AC, SRB the learned representative of respondent
states that discount cannot be allowed for the reason that it is not customary in the
industry as even the appellant has allowed discount to some clients and did not
provide discount to other clients. He then submits that from the statement available
on record it is apparent that discount was allowed from 5% to 46% without showing
any reason for such exorbitant rate of discount which is not admissible. Mr. Sharif
then states that the production invoices are not for production but the same were
also for advertisement services. He further submits that instead of issuing invoices
debit notes were issued to the clients, which is contrary to the practice in the
industry. Regarding exempt services under grand-in-aid agreements Mr. Sharif states
that the services were provided to non-resident allegedly under USAID Agreement
and UNICEF and since the Agreement is between USA and Pakistan and since the
service recipient is not resident the service provider/appellant is liable to deposit the
tax. Regarding UNICEF Mr. Sharif states that no Agreement was produced instead a.
letter of Tax exemption was produced. Mr. Sharif submits that since the recipient of
service are not registered persons they cannot act as withholding agent and the
appellant being service provider is liable to deposit tax and to recover the same from
the recipient of service. He further submits that grant in aid can only be provided by
government which is lacking in this case.

07. Mr. Gohar Manzoor in reply submits that the total revenue is above Four
Billion and discount Claimed in the invoices is 103 million which comes to 0.25% of
the total revenue and the discount was allowed mostly to Governments to procure
more business and there is no abnormality as other channels were also provided
discount to procure more business and placed some invoices on record. He further
submits that instead of mentioning "invoice", "Debit Notes was mention to
differentiate the production house invoices from advertisement invoices. He then
submits that certificates from the clients receiving the production house services
were provided to the Assessing Officer for verification. {Learned A.c. confirms that
he received the invoices/debit notes and certificates along with list}. Mr. Gohar
Manzoor then submits that according to Notification by which exemption was
'allowed the requirement is not to produce agreement but the appellant has to justify
that the advertisement services were provided under Grant in Aid {Ref.S.R.B.Leg.{I}
2011 dated 01.07.2011)' which was fully justified.

We have heard the learned REpresentative of the Parties and perused the record
made available before u~
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Ie 08. The basic issues involved in this case are as under:

(i) The Assessing Officer did not allow the Trade Discount.

(ii) The Assessing Officer treated the production house service as taxable,
which was exempt in the relevant tax periods (Tax periods 2011-2012).

(iii) The Assessing Officer treated exempt services provided to USAID and
UNICEF under Gant in Aid Agreements as taxable.

09. The Trade Discounts can be allowed under clause (b) of sub-section (1) of
Section 5 of the Act if the same is in conformity with customary business practice. To
establish business practice the Appellant produced the Invoices of Aaj Television Net
Work, Capital TV, A TV, Pakistan Television Corporation and Geo News issued to

• various Government Departments in which 30% discount was allowed. The AC also
produced invoices of TV channels to show that other channels are not allowing the
discount and same is not in confirmatory with customary business practice. The law
does not exclude allowing trade discounts but it says that discount allowed is in
conformity with customary business practice. From the invoices of other channels
produced by the appellant it is established that providing trade discount is in
conformity with customary business practice. The Assessing Officer without any legal
basis and proper inquiry in this regard has refused to allow trade discounts. The'
Commissioner (Appeals) in para 34 of his order recognized that the Appellant was
competent to extend discounts for which he has to reflect such discounts in the tax
invoice, and the perusal of tax invoices for the tax periods July, 2011 to June, 2012
also establish that, they have issued the tax invoices in conformity with the
requirement of law. However in subsequent paras has disallowed the trade discounts
merely for the reason that practice should be across the board and should be
extended without any difference and the discounts should be justified and equitable.
It is not necessary to allow discount to every client with a flat rate. The rate of
discount can be differed from client to client. If the appellant has allowed discount to

• some of its clients to procure more business we seen no abnormality. The
department without any reasonable and probable cause could not disallow the trade
discount and cannot treat the same as taxable.

The claim of the Respondent is that trade discounts were allowed without any
rationale from 05% to 46%. This objection appears to have some force. Allowing
trade discount at exorbitant rate of 46% appears to be on higher side and not in
conformity with customary business practice. Other channels have also allowed
trade discount of 30% to their clients and allowing trade discount is in conformity
with customary business practice. However the trade discount of more than 20%
appears to be on higher side and cannot be treated in conformity with customary
business practice as. In view of above the trade discounts allowed by appellant
beyond 20% is ,ClOtadmissible and the appellant is liable to deposit the difference of

salestax~
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10. The Assessing Officer treated the production house service as taxable, which
was exempted in the relevant tax periods (Tax periods 2011-2012). The production
House Service is part of First Schedule of the Act below Tariff Heading 9824.0000 and
was brought to tax net by inserting Tariff Heading 9832.0000 effecting from ih July,
2014. The relevant tax periods involved in this case is from July, 2011 to June, 2012.
The Assessing Officer without any proper enquiry, audit and material disbelieved the
version of the appellant that the production house service was on account of
advertisement service for the reason that the core activity of the appellant is
advertisement, media marketing and etc. and treated the service as taxable. The
Commissioner (Appeals) without referring to any document in para 37 held that
revenue earned out of production services, in fact is not the revenue earned out of
production service but it relates to the taxable service of advertisement as appellant
also failed in proving and producing any evidentiary proof which may substantiate
their contention that, they also provide production services. The Appellant provides

• invoices title "Debit Notes" to differentiate the production house service from
advertisement services to show that production services have been provided. The
appellant also placed on record the certificates from the clients to show that
production services have been provided to the clients. The version of the appellant
was disbelieve without sufficient material available on record and is not sustainable.
The AC on 17.08.2016 has acknowledged that certificates from clients certifying that
they have received the production house service but state that the same are not
satisfactory. There is nothing on record on the basis of which the AC has made this
statement. It is apparent that the service was treated as taxable without any cogent
reason and material available on record. The appellant is not entitled to pay any
sales tax on production house service.

11. The Assessing Officer treated the exempt services provided to USAID and
UNICEF under Gant in Aid Agreements. The reason assigned by the Assessing Officer
was that the SRO under the provisions of Sales Tax Act, 1990 is not applicable. The
Assessing Officer has not at all considered the Exemption Notification issued by SBR
referred above. The Ignorance of the Assessing Officer with regard to Notification
issues by SRBis not understandable. No doubt the Appellant has not relied upon the

•above referred Notification, but this will not justify the act of the Assessing Officer to
ignore the said Notification. The relief available to a person in law is not to be
denied on account of technicalities. It was the duty of the tax officials to act in
accordance with the spirit of law and keeping the principles of justice in view
should have allowed the relief which the appellant was entitled. The
Commissioner (Appeals) without even adverting to the above referred
Notification has declined the relief merely on the grounds that the appellant
could not provide any proof and document which may determine that, the
services provided by the appellant, are indeed received from the funds
released under the last transection and that the exemption, if available, is only
available for direct taxation but it is an indirect tax. The perusal of the

~(
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Notification Ref.S.R.B.Leg. (I) 2011 dated 01.07.2011 provides that Advertisement
financed out of funds provided under grants-in-aid agreements are exempted. The
exemption is unqualified. The only restriction is that advertisement was financed
from grants-in-aid agreements. The Appellant has produced Pakistan Enhanced
Partnership Agreement between the United States of America and Islamic Republic
of Pakistan. The appellant also produced Exemption Letter from UNICEF. We have
examined the provisions of the Agreement and the Certificate. From the perusal of
the Article 1 of Agreement it appears that the purpose of the Agreement is to set out
the understanding of the parties in connection with the objectives for the provision
of development assistance of Pakistan. The objectives are set out in Article 2 which
provides foreign assistance objectives of peace and security, democratic governance,
economic growth, social sector support and humanitarian assistance articulated by
Government of United States of America. The objectives are wide enough to cover
various fields. The Government of Pakistan being Grantee is also liable to contribute
not less than the equivalent of one third of the portion of the Grant that is used to
support activities that, directly benefit the grantee or over which the grantee
exercises direct and substantial involvement. In Article 3 the word grant has been
used and provides that US AID hereby grants to the grantee amount mentioned in
the Agreement. Clause (d) of Article 3 provides that the contribution may be
disbursed by USAID through contracts, grants, cooperative agreements and other'
implementing instruments with third parties, whether public or private. The
Agreement is between two governments and both have contributed towards the
funds. As per the Agreement the funds can be utilized with the assistance of public
and private sector. The advertisements charges paid under the above agreement is
grant from two Governments and is covered under exemption and no sales tax is

• payable. As far as the Advertisement of UN ICEF is concerned no Agreement is placed
on record and only a photocopy of exemption certificate has been placed on record
which is not sufficient for granting exemption. The appellant is liable to pay sales tax
on the advertisement of UNICEF.

12. As far as the default surcharge and penalty is concerned the department is
equally liable for delay in deposit of tax. The Show cause notice was issued in the
sum of Rs.113,962,658/= Order-in-original was passed in the sum of Rs.90,018,373/=.
The tax amount was reduced to Rs.23,944,285/= at the stage of Commissioner
(Appeals). At this stage the tax was further reduced. This adversely reflects the
working of the Department. The delay if any in deposit of tax is due to the faulty
orders passed by the Assessing Officer and the Commissioner (Appeals) as if the
department would have passed proper order the appellant may have deposited the
tax without agitating the same in appeals. Furthermore mens rea of not fulfilling the
statutory provisions are missing in this case and that there was a contest between
the parties and the appellant is not liable to pay default surcharge and penalty.

~
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13. In view of the above discussion, we are satisfied that both the

order-in-original and order-in- appeal suffers from legal infirmities and cannot

be sustained in law and modified as under:

(i) The appellant is entitled to trade discounts up to 30% of the invoice
amount.

(ii) The appellant is not liable to pay any sales tax on production house service.

(iii) The appellant is not liable to pay any sales tax on advertisement of USAID.
However the Appellant is liable to pay for Advertisement of UNICEF.

The Assessing Officer is directed to work out the amount and inform the appellant
within one week from the date of receipt of this order and the appellant is directed
to deposit the same with SRBwithin fifteen days from the receipt of the information.

appeal is partly allowed and disposed of in the above terms.

(Justice ® Nadeem Azhar Siddiqi)
Chairman

Karachi
Dated: 26.09.2016

Copies supplied to:-

1. The Appellant through Authorized Representative.
2. The Assistant Commissioner, SRB, Karachi.

Copy for information to:-
3) The Commissioner (Appeals), SRB, Karachi.
4) Office copy
5) Guard file.
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